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DriveShop’s mission is to help our clients tell
their product stories. Social media is
becoming an important avenue for this
storytelling.
Here to share tips and trends in automotive
reviews on social media.
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There is a demand for automotive review content on social
media

80% of all consumer internet traffic is online video
92% of car buyers research online before they buy
65% increase in test drive videos on YouTube in 24 months
75% of auto shoppers say that online video influenced shopping habits or purchase
40% of auto shoppers who used online video discovered a vehicle they weren’t considering
before
60% of auto shoppers who used online video visited a dealership or dealer website after
watching a video for a vehicle they were considering
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User-created videos received 93% of monthly views
for all U.S. auto content on YouTube

Source: Pixability December 2018
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14X

More videos featuring
test drive reviews on
YouTube than any
other automotive
content

Source: Pixability December 2018
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Influencers come into play at the beginning of the customer’s journey
creating awareness and product consideration through lifestyle-oriented
content. Influencers help answer the question, “ is this car right for my
lifestyle?”
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Automotive Reviews are crucial to a car shopper’s journey, particularly
toward the end of the custom journey as customers from casual shoppers to
buyers and loyal advocates. Journalists help buyers answer the questions
like “Which car is best?” and “Is this car something I should be comfortable
buying?”

Buyers need trusted
information from experts to
make their purchase
decision. This information
needs to be easy to find;
this is where social media is
crucial.
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TACTICS AND TRENDS ON FROM A
PRODUCT REVIEW STANDPOINT
ON YOUTUBE, INSTAGRAM,
TWITTER, AND FACEBOOK
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YouTube: Where Automotive Review Content Thrives
• YouTube is a longform video-based platform
• More of a search engine than a social
platform
• 60% of car buyers say that YouTube car
reviews influence their purchase decision
• Buyers use YouTube and Google as a search
engine to find auto reviews.
• Ultimately, YouTube and Google decide who
gets the views based on the order they place
their content on the Google and YouTube
search engines
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YouTube: Automotive Review comes in many forms
It’s important to have a niche so your audience knows what they can expect when they view your
content

Highly-technical, explains
mechanics of vehicles
from engineering
perspective.

Visual videos with zero
narrative, simply point-ofview drives in the vehicles.
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YouTube: What makes videos go to the top of the search engines

Recency

Watch Time

Total Views
Session Time

Video Title

Tagged Keywords
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YouTube Tactics
• YouTube reviews that are 10 minutes or longer perform best

• Google and YouTube prioritize content that keeps viewers on their
sites longer

•

Use only original content

• original content is most engaged with by car shoppers. Utilizing
repeat B-Roll content from the brands can decrease the searchability
of your video.

• Utilize social channels like Twitter, Facebook and Instagram to
drive content to YouTube videos (more on this later)
• Find your review niche and stick to it! Having a niche audience
makes you more relevant
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Instagram: The platform for visual content
• Instagram is a highly visual photography-based platform
• Instagram is the most popular platform among millennials
• 58% of Instagram users are between ages 18-34
• Millennials make up the fastest growing car buying segment.
Projected to be 40% of car buyers by 2020
• Instagram has several different formats for content publication

Instagram
Feed

Instagram
Stories

Instagram TV
IGTV
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Instagram Feed
• Instagram static posts are highly curated posts that show up on a user’s
feed
• Feed is not chronological order but based on an algorithm
• Original photography and highly visual
• Photo oriented- not text based
• Recommended to post once daily
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Instagram Stories
• Instagram stories are in-the-moment photos and videos that are only
available for 24 hours
• Stories show up above the feed making it very accessible content
• Less curated and more behind the scenes
• Features like polling and asking audience questions
• Great for quick walk around videos and answering questions
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IGTV (Instagram TV)
• IGTV is a relatively new platform to Instagram with longform video
content similar to YouTube
• IGTV videos can be up to 10 minutes in length
• Preview can live on Instagram feed
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Instagram Tactics
• Instagram is a platform for original imagery, not for full length reviews
• Due to the production quality expected, Instagram static posts can be hard to maintain
• Utilize Instagram to direct audience to your longform reviews on YouTube, your blog, or
publication site.
• Link your review site or YouTube channel in your Instagram bio
• On Instagram, utilize hashtags related to your location, the brand, and the model in
order to encourage discovery from new audiences
• Examples: #SanFrancisco #NYC #Hyundai #KiaSorrento #ToyotaSupra
• Don’t forget to tag the brand in your content so that they can engage and share
• Explore IG stories and TV to showcase video and behind the scenes content
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Twitter: The platform for headlines and short snippits

• Twitter is a fast paced and extremely short form social media
content
• The majority of Twitter users are age groups 25-34 and 55-64
• Twitter is presented as a newsfeed but not in chronological
order but based on an algorithm
• Can post video, photo and short text-based content
• As there are so many tweets, a tweet has an average lifetime of
only 8 minutes.
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How to Use Twitter
• Use Twitter to share links to your
longform reviews on YouTube
and on your publication site
• Feel free to promote your
longform reviews several times
on Twitter as tweets only live for
8 minutes
• Engage with related review
content or automotive news via
the retweet function
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Twitter Tactics
• Content with original video and images
perform best
• Captions on Twitter should be limited to 1-2
sentences. Think of them as the headline.
• Recommended to tweet 8-10 times daily. To
keep up with Twitter, it is recommended to
schedule your posts in advance using social
media publishing tools like Hootsuite
• Utilize Twitter to push out links to your
published articles, and YouTube videos to
extend the audience.
• Similar to Instagram, utilize hashtags related
to your content and tag the brand!
• Examples: #SanFrancisco #NYC #Hyundai
#KiaSorrento #ToyotaSupra @ToyotaUSA
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Facebook
• The age distribution on Facebook is
more evenly spread than any other
platform
• Facebook video is the most engaged
content on social media
• Facebook is diverse in that you can
share longer text, videos and imagery
on one platform
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How to Use Facebook

• Facebook is a great platform for
finding new audiences to share your
reviews with
• Search for and join automotive
specific and niche groups to share
your review article and video
content to relevant audiences
• Use original photo and video
content to promote your reviews
from your publication site or
YouTube channel
• Link them in the posts so your
Facebook audience can go
directly to your review
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KEY SOCIAL MEDIA
BEST PRACTICES
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Automotive Reviews on Social Media: Putting it all
together
• If you want to start today, start with YouTube
• Fear not! If you don’t have a YouTube, use the other social media outlets to
widen your audience by sharing links to your published articles.
•
•

Remember, be platform specific when creating content!
As a whole, video content performs best!

•
•

Always utilize original video and photo
Create your own brand strategy and stick with it! Have your own niche.

•

Connect with social groups on Facebook and utilize hashtags to connect to
relevant audiences on Instagram and Twitter
Continue to be curious about social media and do your research

•
•

Create an organic following by being true to your passion, speak directly to your
audience and use hashtags that make sense for your content verticals

•

Create genuine relationships in the industry and ask for feedback.
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Questions
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T H A N K YO U !
If you have any additional questions or feedback, feel free to
connect with me via email at LGiles@DriveShop.com
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